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Controlled Pricing Commodities

What has it done to them?



Brands often sell more products as a result of 
the product packaging they use. ...Packaging that 
grabs their attention and highlights 
its product's value often creates 
more sales because of how much attention it 
receives. Product packaging reflects quality.



Some exciting packaging 
designs



Can be playful 

If you have the opportunity to be playful with your packaging, take it. This packaging is 
incredibly playful, yet still simple. The illustration interacts with the product but still lets it shine 
through. The colors relate to the berries, and the act of the character eating the berries 
indicates their quality.



Serve another purpose

Being eco-friendly is a great way to get people to love your brand. One way to be eco friendly is to 
give your product’s packaging another purpose. These bottles seem like normal enough cleaning 
products at first glance, but when you interact with them you realize they’re not made of flimsy 
plastic. They’re porcelain bottles, and are intended to be used as vases once the product inside is 
gone.



Use restricted colours

Limit your color palette to create a cohesive look. These rice cakes drew their color palette from the 
flavor, sea salt and balsamic, so it took on a nautical theme. The shades of blue work great 
together, and the complement of orange adds a nice pop.



Think outside the box

Or in some cases, in it. Break the conventions of what your product is ‘supposed’ to come 
in. Water typically comes in a plastic bottle. But this water comes in a cardboard box. it’s still 
just water, but it’s different than anything else on the market, and it’s sure to grab your 
attention.



Be literal

If your product is manufactured a certain way, try implementing it into your packaging. These 
cookies, for example, are baked in an oven. So why not package them in an oven? It’s a playful 
and approachable take on a standard bakery box, and it feels like a real treat.



Be weird

Make people uncomfortable if that’s your style. These juice boxes are very, very strange to look at. 
The resemblance of the actual fruit is uncanny, and seeing it in juice box shape makes you do a 
double take. It gives the impression that you’re drinking straight out of the fruit, and makes it seem 
healthier.



Turn it into something else

Just because your product is one thing doesn’t mean it can’t look like something else, get creative 
with how your product can look. Instead of being a plain old tea bag, this tea brand turned the bags 
into ‘tea shirts’, complete with hanger. The hanger keeps the bag upright on the rim of your mug, 
making it functional and not just for aesthetics.



Now the unsexy part :-

Product Packaging Main functions



Product Packaging Main Functions:

• Strengthen Brand Identity: Eye-catching design and high-quality 
printing engage consumers and differentiate a brand from 
competitors. Marketing communications and graphic design are 
applied to a package or a label to encourage potential buyers to buy 
the product and come back for more later.

• Build Long-Lasting Relationships: Packaging can affect the way the 
brand is perceived by the end user. To cut a deal and create a positive 
image of the brand in consumers’ minds, packaging needs to be 
aesthetically pleasing and easy to use.



Product Packaging Main Functions:

• Share Information: Good packaging displays all the information a 
consumer needs to know. The attached label should provide 
customers with information to help their purchase decision or 
improve the experience of using the product. 

• Labels can include the following: recipes and “how to use” info, 
ingredients and nutritional information, manufacturer name and 
address, weight, food allergy warnings, expiration dates, and other 
important symbols depicting different dietary options.



Product Packaging Main Functions:

• Protect the Product: The initial purpose of packaging is to protect the 
product. Although companies mostly focus on the branding element, 
the need to protect goods from external factors remains important. 
Designing the packaging for your products, make sure to protect them 
against movement, vibration, oxygen, sunlight, dust, and temperature 
to preserve the quality.



Does anyone cooks here?





What was the biggest packaging innovation Palm 
Olein Cooking Oil?

Metal Cans to PET



When was it?



How important is packaging 
towards this category?



Aspects to consider





Logistics - Ease of identification

Security - Tamper evident and therefore chances of mixing or adulteration minimized

Quality – able to see what it is inside the pack is important

Ease of use by our consumers

No wastage due to spillage

A UNIQUE Pack can enhance brand identification

The characteristics of packaging for this category





Pack sizes? How important it is?

 Most would only purchase smaller SKU that they rarely 
use to retain its freshness

 But expressed a good size to encourage trial (among non-
users) 

Small
~1kg

 More economical for everyday cooking
 Stock up during promotion is unlikely for most with the 

exception for few respondents for space constrain reason and 
most believe in retaining freshness of product

 Could last between 1.5 – 2 months per bottle
 Location of purchase are usually in super / hypermarket with 

other groceries purchase
Big

~2-3kg




